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With this smart wi� dimmer you can control the ligths
with both the panel self or with the Idinio app on you
phone or Google Home / Alexa. A unique solution!
Suitable for LED and incandescent bulbs.Only suitable for
a 3-wire system. A 3-wire system contains both a brown,
black and blue wire in the �ush-mounted box of the
switch (even if there is / does not need to be a socket
there). In contrast to a 2-wire system, an 'extra' blue (zero)
wire is standardly extended from the central box in the
ceiling (near the lamp) to the �ush-mounted boxes of the
switches.
Article number 140190
EAN 8719323789128
Brand

Idinio Smart WiFi LED dimmer 200W

Smart switching and dimming
Compatible with 3-wire systems
Neutral required Yes
Fits to European frames
and switch paddles

Yes

Fits to European �ush
cans

Yes

Min. depth of built-in
installation box

34.00 mm

Memory function (colour
/ dim)

Yes

Max. load INC/HAL 300 W
Max. load LED 200 VA

Smart home
Smart home category Smart dimming and

switching
Compatible with
operating system

Android, iOS

Smart home platform Idinio app, Google
Assistant, Amazon
Alexa

Smart home protocol Tuya
Method of operation App, Manually, Speech
Area of application Indoor
On/o� switch Yes
Reset button Yes

Performance parameters
IP rating IP20
Operating temperature -10|40 °C

Mechanical parameters
Dimension of article
length

71 mm

Dimension of article
height

34 mm

Dimension of article
width

71 mm

Net weight of article 0.06 kg
Color housing Yellow

Logistic data
Single packing dimension
length

7.50 cm

Single packing dimension
width

7.50 cm

Single packing dimension
height

5.00 cm

Single packing gross
weight

0.09 kg

Master carton dimension
length

33.00 cm

Master carton dimension
width

55.00 cm
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Time schedule can be set Yes
Network connection type Wireless
Wi� protocol 802.11b, 802.11g,

802.11n
Wi� frequency band 2.4GHz
Network security
protocols

WPA, WPA2

Antenna gain 2.50 dBi

Electrical parameters
Input voltage 220|240 V
Input frequency 50 Hz
Input current 1.30 A
Power factor 0.95
Dimming methods Trailing-edge

Master carton dimension
height

40.00 cm

Quantity in master carton 200 pcs.
Master carton gross
weight

17.80 kg

CBM of master carton 0.07 m³


